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What the Heck is The Foundation?
What is the Foundation?

- Broad Based Support, ISSA, AEMA, ARRA, AI, ACPA, IGGA and Industry
- Agency support from FHWA, AASHTO, NACE and Individual States
- Broad Range of Pavement Preservation Disciplines
What is the Foundation?

- A Conduit for industry to interact with Agencies on a National and Regional Level
- Getting involved collectively we can do far more than any individual effort
What is the Foundation?

- A Non-Profit 501 c 3, all contributions are voluntary in any amount.
- Funding to start the National Center and currently contribute approximately 30% of FP²'s annual contributions for continued operations.
- Balance goes to administration, travel, publications, conferences, TRB hospitality and Regional activities.
What has FP2 Done?


Both events showcased PP to state agencies.
What has FP² Done?

- TRB Hospitality Suite
- Seminars, Newsletter, Website
- Annual Meeting & Awards
- Toolbox CD
- Sealer Binder Research Project
- Pavement Preservation Journal
NHI Courses on Pavement Preservation

- The Preventive Maintenance Concept NHI-131054
- Selecting Pavements for Preventive Maintenance NHI-131058
- Design and Construction of Quality Preventive Maintenance Treatments NHI-131103
- Integrating Pavement Preservation Practices and Pavement Management NHI-131104
Ribbon Cutting on AASHTO Pavement Preservation Demonstration
First National Conference on Pavement Preservation
October 31st in Kansas City

What has FP² Done?

Roadway Pavement Preservation 2005

Papers from the First National Conference on Pavement Preservation

October 31 – November 1, 2005
Kansas City, Missouri

TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH BOARD
OF THE NATIONAL ACADEMIES
What’s Happening Now?

- National Center for Pavement Preservation
- Pooled Fund Pavement Preservation Partnerships
- Midwest, Northeast, Southeast, Western and Mountain States.
- Texas & California Centers
What’s Happening Now?

- Pavement Preservation Roadmap
- International Pavement Preservation Conference April 2009 in California CP2 has committed funding
What's Happening Now?

- Over 15 Years Promoting Pavement Preservation
- FHWA, AASHTO, TRB, NACE and many others have working Relations with FP² and Actively Promote Pavement Preservation
What's Happening Now?

- The Pavement Preservation Journal
- A Quarterly Magazine representing all activities!
- Dedicated sections for FP2, FHWA, NCPP, CP2, TPPC and the Regional Partnerships.
- Mailed to all members, supporters and target agencies.
Paving with the Future in Mind

Season Wind-down: Think Preservation Before You Shut Down

Pavement Preservation & Winterizing Your Roads: They Can Co-Exist
The Pavement Preservation Journal

Serve as a Conduit for Preservation Activities.

Provide all participants a High Quality publication to share news to their audience.

Opportunity for Researchers to be Published.

Advertising Opportunity for Suppliers and Contractors.
The Pavement Preservation Journal

- Target Decision Makers.
- National Credibility and Awareness.
- Marketing all Advertising
- Mailing in poly bag to list provided by us.
FP$^2$ is the National Leading Authority. We have Access and the Credibility to Deliver the PP Message.

Faced with Dramatic Increases in the Cost of Highway Projects and a Massive System to Maintain, Preservation is the Solution.
What Can We Do?

- Support a Unified Pavement Preservation Effort
- Help Create the Nationwide Adoption of Pavement Preservation
Questions?